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The Intergovernmental Negotiating Body is engaged in a very evil psychological operation. THESE
NEGOTIATIONS MUST BE HALTED IMMEDIATELY.
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Peter Verhelst May 2

The UN as a whole needs to be disbanded. An evil regime

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

albert venezio Apr 28

You can't negotiate with PSYCHOTICS-James.
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http://coronistan.blogspot.com Apr 27

Good news:

BREAKING: Arizona Republican Party Declares Covid-19 Injections Biological and Technological

Weapons, Passed Ban the Jab Resolution!BREAKING: Arizona Republican Party Declares Covid-19

Injections Biological and Technological Weapons, Passed Ban the Jab Resolution! -

https://josephsansone.substack.com/p/breaking-arizona-republican-party
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CathyV Apr 27

No treaties! No negotiations! Destroy the WHO! Originally founded for population control. Nothing to

do with health. And just like vaccine manufacturers in the US, they have immunity from any and all

liability for any harm they cause or mandate! Criminal organization. Get out of the UN, and out of

Agenda 21/2030, and get the UN out of the USofA... destroy the WHO!
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CathyV Apr 27

What do these participating nations not get? Preparing to have controlling authority in the next health

emergency, aka pandemic, means the WHO is broadcasting they will unleash another scamdemic

emergency. Natural pandemics don't happen but maybe at 100 year intervals, if at all. They want to

force jab or other poisins on the entire globe to achieve the Globalulists' depopulation agenda, , even

risking the extinction of human life. Or maybe that's their ultimae goal.
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Tony Porcaro Tony’s Newsletter Apr 28

Exactly right!
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Deanna Kline Apr 27

Loathe the words ‘parties’ and ‘stakeholders’. 
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Giulia filippelli loewy Apr 27

I read that Japan supposedly already opted out from the treaty .. that maybe could be a positive

signal … and A MASSIVE THANK YOU for the incredible amount of work, time and yourself putting

into this fight !
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JulesUSA Apr 27

Right? Share!
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Amy Harlib Apr 27

The WHO is a totally criminal entity that must be litigated and dismantled off the face of the earth and

its upper level employees tried and jailed. Nothing THE WORLD HELL ORGANIZATION does has any

legitimacy.

EQUITY is Orwellian doublespeak for equal ENSLAVEMENT of us proles under the technocratic

parasitical malevolent rule by control freak, power-mad psychos. The word EQUITY makes my blood

boil whenever I hear it now that I understand its true meaning.

A vast majority of so-called leaders and Public 'Serpents' around the world have been bribed,

blackmailed/coerced into serving the interests of their technocratic New World Ordure parasite

masters and not We the People.

The world needs a lot more rejections of the WHO's nefarious schemes.

So much admiration for James Roguski, may 2024 see the fruition of their indefatigable efforts and

the defeat and dismantling (jailing?) of these noxious power-mad money-grubbers!

Reiterating for the sake of newbies and to support this post.

'The WHO is a criminal organization that must be disbanded and prosecuted along with its individual

members and member organizations to the full extent of the law.

There can be no negotiating with it or explaining to it beyond what is necessary to remove any

records, assets, power, or immunities it has, and to pursue such criminal charges.'

Thanks to James Roguski for constantly reminding us about the insidious wickedness threatening us

all, embodied in DEMENTED DOCUMENTS DEPLOYED by crooks and liars!

Apoplectic livid rage hardly describes the intensity of emotions I have had and am having over what

these malignant parasites are perpetrating!

I DO NOT COMPLY! NEVER HAVE, NEVER WILL!Expand full comment
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patbuckley patbuckley’s Substack Apr 28

and to think Gates is the second biggest donor to WHO after Germany, and Tedros who is now

the director of WHO ran a regime of torture and murder in ethopia, we are being treated as

complete mugs.
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Tony Porcaro Tony’s Newsletter Apr 28

It's called the "collective stupidity" of the masses that Bonhoeffer wrote about; too many of

the "mugs" of our world are quite willing to give up both personal and national sovereignty

for false promises such as "you will own nothing and be happy!" That is why the WHO with

its massive propaganda blitz will most likely have their way!
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Susan P ... Apr 27

GOD's blessings to you JR - you have demonstrated OUTstanding service to humanity. Dear Lord,

deliver us from evil & help us to help ourselves. I will never stop speaking Truth to tyranny ...
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Crixcyon Apr 27

The only way to stop this is to never comply. Never!
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patbuckley patbuckley’s Substack Apr 28

we all need to stop obeying the criminals, if the masses comply, then the army has been brought

into member countries who will be ordered to force compliance, and most of the armies brought

in are from not very life respecting countries.
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The BarefootHealer Apr 27

They are going to keep it all "inhouse" I fear.

They will proceed as if they have unilateral consensus, just as they did with lockdowns. It only took 1-

2 countries after China shut down, to public state their intentions before the rest fell in line.

There will be a "time is of the essence" reasoning for skipping the conventional protecols, or a

"whoops, an inexperienced underling hit the go button, accidentally" , further down the track, if it

comes out.

In their mind, c'est fait accompli.

Look to your local governments. Look to your communities.

#wearemany #wearememory #wewillnotforgive #mistakeswereNOTmade #getlocalised
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Tony Porcaro Tony’s Newsletter Apr 28

Quite right! It's already a done deal that the WHO has its way and they will proceed regardless of

any resistance and treat any arguments against(legal or otherwise) as part of the usual theater

for human consumption.
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Interest of Justice Interest of Justice Apr 27 Liked by James Roguski

Good job James! Details.. They matter...
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Dominik Apr 27

Seems something is up there sleeves and they need the power to act….
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Ricardo Padilla Apr 27

So if I'm understanding this correctly they want some of the ammendments too take effect

immediately. What happened too once signed will wait 10 months from 12 months before it takes

effect. They want this New World Order yesterday. Looks like desperation has pushed them too make

this happen now
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James Roguski Apr 27 Author

I do not accept the shortened time periods based on the fraudulent 2022 non-vote.

https://jamesroguski.substack.com/p/follow-the-damn-rules
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Ricardo Padilla Apr 27

They are evil James so they don't care about rules. They only care about power and control
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James Roguski Apr 27 Author

This is about the new agreement, not the amendments to the IHR.
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Ricardo Padilla Apr 27

They always seem too change tactics. But there goal is the same
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patbuckley patbuckley’s Substack Apr 28

its why they achieve their aims, they do what they want and change the 'official' rules

to suit - they do NOT play the game that everyone wants them to and thinks they

should, they are criminals and way ahead of us, unless we catch up, overtake, and stop

having ANYTHING to do with them, we will lose. IMHO it is not about changing any

agreements or regulations - it's about getting them out of ANYTHING to do with our

lives.
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Tony Porcaro Tony’s Newsletter Apr 28

Perfectly stated!
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Sue Merriner Sue’s Substack Apr 27

It's just another way of getting their way.
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Kaylene Emery Apr 27

I recommend - STOP paying all rates, fines , utilities etc and do it now. Learn how to do it legally as

you use their own system against them. It is extremely satisfying!
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Philip Philip’s Substack Apr 27

It’s only a matter of time before what they want is going to be all over the world. China’s already had it

they want to put on the total control of the worlds people and the antichrist hasn’t showed up in

person yet.
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Apr 27

If you should want a tutorial on cancer, search “cancer telomeres p53.” Robo sent us an article from

Epoch discussing how spike proteins suppress the body’s natural anti-cancer housekeeping

functions, thereby enabling cancer cells to become immortal.

Apparently that’s what is behind these turbo-cancers which are erupting.
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Apr 27

. I remind those who tell me that Donald Trump has said something in the past that they don’t

like, so they can’t support him for President: Sitting out this November election is essentially

voting to keep the rising Stalinist State and Single Party empowered.

The choice is not between Donald Trump and perfection. The choice is between Donald Trump

and the criminal conspirators of the Deep State who are working night and day to institute full

Communist control over our lives. Sock Puppet Joe Biden, or whoever else the Democrat Party

decides to run in his place, will be devoted to completing the Bolshevik Revolution, enslaving us

all.

If that choice is not clear, I failed.

Guy Miller
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Ricardo Padilla Apr 27

Clear as water brother. And we must also hang on too Jesus
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Tess Apr 27

So in essence, this shell game is identical to bills such as the ACA which Nancy Pelosi famously said

we need to pass to find what is in it.

They are duping the public to gain a stronghold in their global order.
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Renate Lindeman Local Liberty Letter Apr 27

How can you legalize 'mass murder' or democide of the entire world population? They can not. Do

not comply.
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Myra Myra’s Substack Apr 27

Article 20, 3f

“(f) leverage voluntary monetary contributions for organizations and other entities supporting

pandemic prevention, preparedness and response, free from conflicts of interest, from relevant

stakeholders, in particular those active in sectors that benefit from international work to strengthen

pandemic prevention, preparedness and response.”

I read it several times, but cannot make any sense out of it…

These documents all need to die a quick death.
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Chief Wolf Chief’s Substack Apr 27

ITS COMMING DOWN TO SURVIVAL OF GODS FOLLOWERS,,,,UNITE
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Luc Lelievre Apr 27

Rude awakening department, isn't it!

These creeps don't seem to want to give up anytime soon.
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Anita Söderman Anita’s Substack Apr 27

Some nerve, they are trying to sell or threaten this on us, after shaming themselves with the covid?

Then not follow their own rules and try to force Tedros`s whims on us? Some nerve, unbelievable if

you ask me, how did we ever come to these absurdities!
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Ron Apr 27

I find it comical that they quote every other agency article they want to follow but conveniently ignore

article 55 requiring 3 months for member states to review finalized amendments.
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Roman S Shapoval The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Apr 27 Liked by James Roguski

The devil is in the details of draft copies - thank you James
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Leslie Benjamini # Apr 28

Actually NO, We The People need to loud & clearly say NO, NO WHO, NO, PANDEMIC TREATY,

NO GIVING UP SOVEREIGNTY. We don’t care about the details. They can take their details and

shove them where the sun doesn’t shine.
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Roman S Shapoval The Power Couple by Roman Shapo… Apr 29

I hear you Leslie, believe me. We don't belong in this system..
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Amat Apr 27

This about the subjugation of populations, they want to control and dominate while telling them it is

about protection from whatever scary scenario they can dream up. One thing we can be sure of it will

not be for the good of our health or wellbeing.
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Jpeach Apr 27

It feels like a trap is being finalized for a simultaneous fake Pandemic and WHO crackdown, on

much of Humanity. Mid 2024 would be ideal timing for the Globalists to seize control of

Governments and Elections.
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Alison Apr 27

The only thing they are good at is being consistently corrupt, scheming and evil.
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Linda Wheeler Linda’s Substack Apr 27

When COVID hit, I ran outdoors and stayed outside as much as possible. Sun, fresh air, exercise, etc..

I refused vaccines that had been tested for 15 minutes and advertised as safe, and reliable.

I am 76, and my health is excellent. I urged my three sons NOT to get vaccinated. I didn't, and don't

wear masks. Sunshine and fresh air kept, (and still keep) me healthy.

My middle son ignored my advice, took the vaccine and eventually became ill.

I love him, ... but he erred. I think he should sue the bastards.

I don't know what they will do to us next, but I am not willing to be used as a guinea pig ...FULL STOP.

FIGHT BACK MY FRIENDS. GOD BLESS YOU GOOD PEOPLE.

LINDA
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Ricardo Padilla Apr 27

Vitamin D3,zinc,C, quercetin, B12 won't hurt either
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Linda Wheeler Linda’s Substack Apr 27

Yep. Thanks! D3, zinc, and my special blend of Cayenne, Turmeric and such!
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Kaylene Emery Apr 27

Love u LINDA.
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Linda Wheeler Linda’s Substack Apr 27

You are too kind. Thanks! Linda
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Donna Furnival Donna’s Substack Apr 27

Too bad they sprung the C-19 fakedemic on us before trying to usher in this nonsense, eh?
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Tess Apr 27

Wish I knew then what I know now. Fool me once…
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Ron Apr 27

Correct. But they had to get rid of Trump so they had to deploy even though they weren't ready.
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Leslie Benjamini # Apr 28

Big mistake. He’s coming back.
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Seeds Apr 27

Slither comes from hell!

What else can be expected?

Transparency and accountability?

We let this snake in.

Now we have to get it out.

Preferably kill it.
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Dog Apr 27

It's all theater. The agreement will be ratified. They know what key elements are in it. They know know

what useless fool politicians will go against citizens rights and force the measures dictated to them.

I'll bet anyone lunch on this.
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Vriginia Farver Vriginia’s Substack Apr 27

They do this all the time to keep us uninformed and not fighting. I hope these drug companies like

Pfizer and many others will lose funding and people should not take any of their products. Check out

the DFC (New Federal Dept.) - Development Finance Corporation. Using our tax $$$s to fund 5g-

vax-green energy...ugh, for developing countries. Supposedly investing on our behalf, to middle and

low-income countries. Also, part of the Rockefellers-WEF! They are psychopaths. Let's be honest

with ourselves, Obama is in charge!
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Laura Winter Apr 27

They are very sneaky bastards all right! They are in such a hurry to control us they will sneak anything

in at the last minute so no body notices. But YOU DO! thank you. Oh we have a pathogen, oh hurry we

need a pandemic.....oh hurry make vaccines.....Why don't they, oh hurry and take a long walk off a

short pier.....such a $$$ making scam, death for profit.....get a rope...
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Timothy Winey Timothy’s Newsletter Apr 27

A tiny cabal of Psychopaths is trying to enslave then kill you. That's what's going on.
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Ele Fraser Ele’s Newsletter Apr 27

We must spread the word that there was no virus. All are safe as long as you are not convinced

that there is "something out there" which is going to make you sick and or die.

Know you are safe and own your sovereignty. But stand on guard for what may happen next! We

are millions for every one of those sociopaths!
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Sober Chistian Gentleman Sober Christian Gentleman Podca… Apr 27

You might appreciate this podcast:

https://spotifyanchor-web.app.link/e/z7oCylMO8Ib
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BlazeCloude3 Apr 27 · edited Apr 27 Liked by James Roguski

Evil doesn't end it's Warfare until IT IS THREATENED TO BE RETURNED TO HELL.
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patbuckley patbuckley’s Substack Apr 27

the criminals know that more people are getting wised up, the people need to stop obeying the

criminals NOW.
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Seeds Apr 27

Well IMHO we obey the criminals every time we vote for ANY of them.

The criminals INSIDE the house got us into this mess and many others.

Voting in support of the organised crime of government is not the path to freedom.

The US "presidential elections" are a theatre of the absurd!

The American people have to be insane to participate.

Others in other nations too.

If WE want changes WE have to make changes IMHO.
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Robert J. Gargasz Apr 27

Treason is what is going on!

Those involved in the attempt to sabotage the American Constitution and Bill of Rights commit

treason and therefore must be put to death. It is that simple! Kill the treasonous bastards!
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Karen Bracken Karen Bracken Apr 27

If states would enact legislation like the bill we have in TN that creates a process in which to invoke

Nullification we would not have to worry about this crap. It is time for the states and the people of the

states to take back their rightful authority. All it takes is people to make their demands known and

fight for the rightful remedy to government overreach. Nullification is the rightful remedy. The

Supremacy Clause, the Commerce Clause, the Proper and Necessary Clause, the General Welfare

Clause, the Supreme Court, Executive Orders, laws, rules, regulations, treaties, international

agreements, executive agreements DO NOT OVERRIDE THE CONSTITUTION. One only need study

the original intent of the Constitution and study the Federalist Papers and writings of our founders to

understand how we have been led to believe all of the above trump the Constitution. They do not.

There is only one way to stop the WHO and that is at the state level and WE THE PEOPLE. Stand up.

Grow and spine and REFUSE TO COMPLY regardless of the consequences. Our founders gave their

fortunes and their lives, soldiers died all to protect our God given right to freedom and liberty and we

are just sitting back allowing all they did to have no meaning at all. No, I will not fight the WHO. No, I

will not write letters or make phone calls to our federal criminals. I will fight this in my state and I will

demand my state legislators do as we demand and if they don't the people themselves will rise up

and defy them. That is how it is stopped. If people chose to get on their knees and beg a corrupt

government to save them they will find out that you cannot comply your way out of tyranny.
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Tom Apr 27

Nullification is the best near-term approach, imho. Plus it establishes a mechanism and

precedent for thwarting overreach by the federal government in other areas.
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Skupe Apr 27

Also just like LA and OK have done recently.
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Kat Kat’s Meow Apr 27

Link blocked as might be expected. Regardless of what they want, they are without power, unless

every person in the world is rounded up and imprisoned. THAT, despite their wet dreams, is NOT

going to happen.
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Patricia Behan Apr 27

Biden, Soros, Schwab and the UN are most likely planning some huge event that will justify the

National Guard coming around and confiscating everyone's means of protecting themselves.

They will do whatever it takes to get their way! They are DIABOLICAL!
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Lisa Novakowski Lisa’s Substack Apr 27

Welcome to the value of your health according to the World Health Organization.
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sifubernie Apr 27

We are from the government, and we are here to help....

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/Global-Health-Security-Strategy-2024-

1.pdf
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Susan Boyce Susan’s Substack Apr 27

James, They can write and rewrite anything they choose, the thing is I and everyone not living in

ignorance, does not have to comply, I never gave them or anyone else authority over my personal

health decisions. Public health does not exist, only individual health
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Aunt Ohm Apr 27

Groups like this don't care about laws, morality, ethics, fairness...their job is to kill, maime,

control...and make money. They don't care how upset we are...they are psychopaths....so what needs

to happen to them in order to free us from this tyranny?
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Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

Just say no, you have no interest in liability free medical interventions be they pharmaceutical or

not. Zero liability requires zero compliance.
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Donna Furnival Donna’s Substack Apr 27

"Zero liability requires zero compliance" is an excellent way of stating my position too.
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Sunshinegirl1217 Apr 27 · edited Apr 27

VA doesn't appreciate it. Can't imagine why ;)
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Aunt Ohm Apr 27

If it were as easy as "just saying no"... We wouldn't have a problem. The problem is people

that control the money, education, travel, and jobs, literally force people to do things they

don't want to d. Most people do not have enough flexibility financially to push back like that.

I wish they did.
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Dog Apr 27

that's capitulation
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AmeriMom Apr 27 Liked by James Roguski

Thank you for all your exposure of this wickedness on a massive world scale.
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James Roguski
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